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Abstract 
The Paper describes estimation and control strategies for models with bounded data 
uncertainties. We shall refer to them as BDU estimation and BDU control methods, for 
brevity. They are based on constrained game-type formulations that allow the designer 
to explicitly incorporate into the Problem Statement a priori information about bounds 
on the sizes of the uncertainties. In this way, the effect of uncertainties is not unnec- 
essarily over-emphasized beyond what is implied by the a priori bounds; consequently, 
overly conservative designs, as well as overly sensitive designs, are avoided. A feature of 
these new formulations is that geometric insights and recursive techniques, which are 
widely known and appreciated for classical quadratic-tost designs, tan also be pursued 
in this new framework. Also, algorithms for computing the optimal solutions with the 
same computational effort as Standard least-squares solutions exist, thus making the 
new formulations attractive for practical use. Moreover, the framework is broad enough 
to encompass applications across several disciplines, not just estimation and control. 
Examples will be given of a quadratic control design, an So0 control design, a total- 
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least-Square design, image restoration, image Separation, and co-channel interference 
cancellation. A major theme in this Paper is the emphasis on geometric and linear al- 
gebraic arguments, which lead to useful insights about the nature of the new formu- 
lations. Despite the interesting results that will be discussed, several issues remain open 
and indicate potential future developments; these will be briefly discussed. 0 1998 
Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
A fundamental Problem in estimation is to recover to good accuracy a set of 
unobservable Parameters from corrupted, incomplete, or distorted data. 
Likewise, a fundamental Problem in control is to determine suitable control 
Signals for possibly erroneous models. Examples to both effects abound in the 
fields of Signal processing, System identification, image processing, digital 
communications, statistics, and others, as tan be found in many textbooks - 
see, e.g., [l-111 and the many references therein. In all these fields, several 
optimization criteria have been proposed over the years for design purposes. 
Some of the most distinguished criteria are the following. 
(a) The least-squares (LS) method, which has been one of the most widely 
used design criteria since its inception by Gauss (around 1795) in his studies on 
celestial mechanics (e.g., [12-141). 
(b) The regularized least-squares method, which is used to combat much of 
the ill-conditioning that arises in pure LS Problems (e.g., [12,15,16]). 
(c) The total-least-squares (TLS) or errors-in-variables method, which 
provides a way to deal with uncertainties in the data (e.g., [17,18]). 
(d) The Xcw, approach, which combats uncertainties in the data by designing 
for the worst possible scenario (e.g., [9,11]). 
(e) The 11 approach for robust identification and control, which exploits 
linear programming and interpolation techniques (e.g., [19]). 
(f) The set-membership identification approach, which is based on con- 
structing tonverging ellipsoids that encircle the unknown Parameter (e.g., 
w4211). 
Among the most successful design criteria, which submit to analytical 
studies and derivations and which have had the most applications in identifi- 
cation, control, Signal processing, and communications, the least-squares cri- 
terion of C.F. Gauss (1795) Stands out unchallenged [14]. It was also 
independently formulated by A.M. Legendre in 1805, who praised the method 
in no uncertain terms (e.g., [13]): 
Of all the principles that tan be proposed, 1 think there is none more 
general, more exact, and more easy of application, than that which con- 
sists of rendering the sum of squares of the errors a minimum. 
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In this Paper, we propose and study new design criteria for estimation and 
control purposes that are based on new tost functions. In Order to appreciate 
the significance of the new formulations, we first provide an overview of some 
of the existing methods in Sections 2 and 3. We then motivate and introduce 
the new tost functions in Section 4. In Section 5 we study in detail the esti- 
mation Problem and in Section 6 we study the control Problem. One major 
theme in our arguments is the emphasis on geometric and linear algebraic 
arguments, which lead to useful insights about the nature of the new formu- 
lations. Also, throughout the Paper, several examples from the fields of image 
processing, communications, and control are included for illustrative purposes. 
We Start by reviewing the least-squares Problem. 
2. The least-squares criterion 
The least-squares method forms the backbone of many well-developed 
theories in estimation and control including Kalman filtering, linear quadratic 
control, and identification methods. Its popularity is due to several good rea- 
sons. 
To begin with, the least-squares criterion is extremely simple to state and 
solve. Given a noisy measurement vector b that is related to an unknown vector 
x via the linear model 
h = Ax + U, 
for some known matrix A, we estimate x by solving 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
where the dimensions of A are taken to be N x n with N > n [we use the capital 
letter N to denote the larger dimension of A and the letter n to denote the 
smaller dimension of A]. Here, the notation 11.11 denotes the Euclidean norm of 
its vector argument (it will also be used to denote the maximum Singular value 
of a matrix argument). 
2.1. The orthogonality condition 
The vector v in the model (2.1) denotes a noise term that explains the mis- 
match between the measured vector b and the vector Ax. In the absence of V, 
the vector b would lie in the column span of A, denoted by W(A). Due to v, the 
vector b will not in general lie in B(A). The least-squares Problem therefore 
seeks the vector b = AX in B(A) that is closest to b in the Euclidean norm sense. 
The Solution of (2.2) tan be obtained by solving the normal equations 
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(AT& = A*b. (2.3) 
These equations tan have multiple solutions X, depending on whether A has full 
column rank or not. However, regardless of which Solution X we pick, the so- 
called projection of b onto 9?(A), given by 6 = AX is unique. When A is full 
rank, this is given by 
6 = A(A*A)-‘A*b a PPAb, 
where we use the Symbol PA to denote the orthogonal projection matrix onto 
the column span of A (it satisfies PA 2 = YA and 9”; = PA). These are well- 
known properties of least-squares solutions (e.g., [2,12,13]). 
The normal equations (2.3) also show that the least-squares Solution .? sat- 
isfies an important geometric property, viz., that the residual vector (AX - b) is 
necessarily orthogonal to the data matrix (see Fig. l), 
A*(AX - b) = 0. (2.4) 
We shall see later in Section 5 that this useful geometric property extends to the 
BDU case. 
It is further well-known that the Solution d of least-squares Problem tan be 
updated in O(n2) operations when a new row is added to A and a new entry is 
added to b. This is achieved via the so-called recursive least-squares (RLS) 
method (also derived by C.F. Gauss), and by many of its variants that are 
nowadays widely employed in adaptive filter theory (see e.g., [6,8,22]). We may 
add that there are also a variety of reliable algorithms and Software available 
for least-squares based designs [12,13,16,23]. 
2.2. Sensitivity to data errors 
Given all the above useful properties of least-squares solutions, the natura1 
question is to wonder why we would need to consider alternatives to the least- 
squares method? One prominent reason that has attracted much attention, 
Fig. 1. The residual vector is orthogonal to W(A). 
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especially in the Signal processing and control communities, is that least- 
squares methods are sensitive to errors in the data. 
More specifically, a least-squares design that is based on given data (A, b) 
tan perform poorly if the true data happens to be a perturbed version of (A, b) 
say (,4 + &4, b) for some unknown &4. Indeed, assume that a Solution X has 
been determined using Eq. (2.3), where b is assumed to have been obtained 
from a noisy measurement of Ax, as in Eq. (2.1). Now if the b that we are using 
has in fact been obtained not from A but from a perturbed A, say A + 6A, 
b = (A + SA)x + u, 
then the X computed from Eq. (2.3) will result in a residual norm that satisfies, 
in view of the triangle inequality of norms, 
new residual = ll(A + SA)X - b(l < JA*: bJ+ . m (23) 
LS residual additional tenn 
The first term on the right-hand side is equal to the least-squares residual norm 
that is associated with (A, b,X). The second term is the increase in the residual 
norm due to the perturbation 6A in the data. 
Perturbation errors in the data are very common in practice and they tan be 
due to several factors including the approximation of complex models by 
simpler ones, the presence of unavoidable experimental errors when collecting 
data, or even due to unknown or unmodelled effects. Regardless of their 
Source, Eq. (2.5) Shows that they tan degrade the Performance of least-squares 
designs. Two simple examples that illustrate this effect in the context of image 
processing and quadratic control are discussed below. 
2.3. Image restoration example 
Consider a two-dimensional N x N image (Fig. 2(a)) and collect its Pixels 
into an N* x 1 vector x. Blurring occurs by applying a matrix A to X, in ad- 
dition to additive noise, thus leading to a blurred image vector b, say 
b = Ax + v (see Fig. 2(b)). We tan recover the original image x from b by using 
the least-squares Solution, say X = (ATA)-‘ATb, shown in Fig. 2(c). But what if 
the blur was not caused by A but by (A + 6A), for some unknown 6A? That is, 
what if the vector b that we are using came from b = (A + 6A)x + v and not 
from b = Ax + v? In this case, the X constructed above need not recover the 
original image satisfactorily. The Situation is depicted in Figs. 2(d) and (e). 
Fig. 2(d) Shows the original image blurred by (A + 6A), where the relative size 
of 6A to A is about 8.5% (measured in terms of the ratio of their maximum 
Singular values). Figs. 2(b) and (d) are almost indistinguishable, yet Fig. 2(e) 
Shows that the least-squares Solution fails in the perturbed case. Several 
regularization methods that are superior to the pure least-squares method have 
been proposed in the literature for image restoration purposes, some of which 
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(a) original image 
(b) &rred image4(without uncirtainty) 
8 10 12 14 
(c) restored by LS 
(d) Blurred image (with 116 All/llAll=8.5%) (e) restorad by LS 
Fig. 2. Recovering an image from its blurred versions. 
are discussed in [24-281. We shall have more to say about regularization in the 
sequel (see Sections 3.1 and 5.6). 
2.4. Linear quadratic regulator example 
Another well-known manifestation of the sensitivity of least-squares-based 
designs to modeling errors occurs in quadratic control (See, e.g., [9,11,30,33]). 
In the so-called linear quadratic regulator (LQR) Problem, the primary ob- 
jective is to regulate the state of a linear state-space model to zero while 
keeping the control tost low. 
Consider the simple one-dimensional state-space model, 
Xi+1 =fii + gUi> f = 0.9, g = 1, XO = 10, (2.6) 
where xg denotes the value of the initial state, and the {Ei} denote the control 
(input) sequence. In the LQR Problem, we seek a control sequence {Ui} that 
solves 
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min 
{Yl ( 
pxi,, + C[q$+$] , 
1 
q > 0, r 2 0, p > 0, 
j=O 
(2.7) 
for some given {q,r,p} and over an interval of time 0 <j< N. The tost 
function in (2.7) penalizes the control {Uj}, the state trajectory {xi}, and the 
final state (at time N + 1). Hence, intuitively, the LQR Solution tries to keep the 
state trajectory close to zero by employing a low energy control sequence. 
It is well known that the LQR Problem tan be solved recursively as follows. 
We Split the tost function into two terms and write, 
min [px$+, + qui + rxi] , (2.8) 
where only the second term, through the state-equation (2.6) for xN+i, is de- 
pendent on uN. Minimizing over uN then leads to the following state-feedback 
law, 
i& = -kNXN, 
kN = fkh’+I 
9 + g2PN+l ’ (2.9) 
PN = f 2PN+1 - 
f 2g2PN,, 
4 + g2PN+1 
fr, PNiI =p. 
These equations Show that the optimal control at time N is a scaled multiple of 
the state at the same time instant N. The gain kN is defined in terms of the given 
model Parameters {f, g, q} and in terms of the tost pN+i. 
More generally, at any particular time instant i, the optimal control Signal Ui 
will be a scaled multiple of the state at that time instant, xi. The gain ki will be 
determined in terms of the given quantities {f, g, q} and in terms of an inter- 
mediate quantity pi+l that is propagated via the Riccati recursion 
Pi = f 2Pi+* - 
f2g2& +r, ,,<i<,, 
4+g2Pi+l ’ ’ ’ 
with boundary condition pN+i =p. The state of the controlled (also called 
closed-loop) System will therefore evolve along the trajectory. 
Xi+1 = cf - gki)xi. 
The solid line in Fig. 3 Shows the evolution of the state of the closed-loop 
nominal System. It decays to zero and the Overall tost for N = 80 is 13.86. Also, 
the closed-loop pole in steady-state (i.e., the value of f - gki for large enough i) 
tends to 0.79044. But how does this Solution perform when the actual model is 
not deflned by (J’-, g) but by (J + Sf) and (g + 6g), for some unknown (Sf, dg)? 
In this case, the state will evolve along the perturbed trajectory 
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Fig. 3. An LQR design with a perturbed model. 
Xi+1 = r + Sf - (g + Gg)kj]Xi. 
The dotted line in Fig. 3 Shows the state evolution of the closed-loop perturbed 
System; it clearly grows unbounded and the Overall tost for N= 80 is 9025.9. 
The closed-loop pole now tends to 1.02. Similar issues arise in Kalman filtering 
design (e.g., [2,31-341). 
3. Some alternative design methods 
The alternative design methods that we listed before in Section 1 address in 
their own ways the sensitivity of least-squares solutions to uncertain data. In 
this section we comment briefly on the regularized least-squares method, the 
total-least-squares method, and the Zrn method. 
3.1. Regularized least-squares 
Regularized least-squares methods have been proposed to combat the sen- 
sitivity of least-squares solutions to ill-conditioned data [15], where by ill- 
conditioning it is meant that small changes in the data may lead to large 
changes in the result. 
Regularization involves choosing in advance a positive Parameter y and then 
selecting x by solving (e.g., [12,15,16]) 
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m$41412 + Ib - bll’l (3.1) 
The Solution X is now unique and given by 
x = [ATA + ~z]-‘A%. (3.2) 
The uniqueness of i is due to the fact that the coefficient matrix (ATA + yZ) is 
always invertible (in fact, positive-definite and better conditioned than ATA in 
the pure least-squares method). Applications of such regularized costs in the 
image processing context abound and tan be found, for example, in [2428]. 
It will turn out that the BDU methods discussed further ahead in this Paper 
perform automatic regularization. That is, while the above classical regular- 
ization method still requires an intelligent selection of the Parameter y by the 
designer, the BDU methods will select the Parameter y from the given data 
without user intervention and in a certain optimal manner (See Section 5.6). 
We shall also compare these approaches with the so-called Cross-Validation 
method [12,13,36], which is a procedure for the automatic selection of y but one 
that is not specifically designed to deal with model uncertainties (as is the case 
with the BDU methods - see, e.g., the simulations in Section 7). 
3.2. The total-least-squares method 
The total least-squares method, also known as orthogonal regression or 
errors-in-variables methods in statistics and System identification, has been 
proposed to combat uncertainties in the data matrix A. Although orthogonal 
regression methods have been long studied in statistics, apparently starting in 
the 1870s with a special case in [37], the name total-least-squares (TLS) was 
coined in the 1980s [17], and the method has since received much attention (See, 
e.g., V31). 
The TLS method combats uncertainties in A by assuming an erroneous 
matrix and by trying to estimate what the true A should have been. It tan be 
explained as follows. Assume A E RNxn is a full rank matrix with N > n, and 
b E RN. Consider the Problem of solving the inconsistent linear System Ax z b, 
where the Symbol = is used to signify that b $! 9(A). The TLS formulation 
assumes errors in A and seeks an X that solves & = 6, where { A,8} solve [18]: 
min 
A,dG?(A) 
(l[A b] - [A h][ 11. (3.3) 
The notation ll.llr denotes the Frobenius norm of its argument. That is, the 
TLS method replaces A and b by estimates 2 and 6 with 6 belonging to the 
range space of A. 
It turns out that the 2 and 6 are ,obtained by projecting A and b, respec- 
tively, onto the subspace that is defined by the n dominant Singular vectors of 
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the extended matrix [A b] (i.e., by the Singular vectors that correspond to the n 
largest Singular values of the matrix) - see Fig. 4. 
The spectral norm of the correction (_4 - A) is determined by the smallest 
Singular value of [A b]. This norm tan be large even when A is almost precise, 
e.g., when b is sufficiently far from the column space of A. In this case, the TLS 
method may end up overly correcting A and unnecessarily replacing it by an 2 
far from it, which may lead to a conservative Solution. This is a reflection of the 
fact that in the TLS formulation (3.3) there is no a priori bound on the size of 
the allowable correction to A - see also some Simulation results in Section 7. 
3.3. The 2, or game-theoretic design method 
A design methodology that handles rather successfully the control of a 
perturbed Version of the state-space model (2.6), and which has been receiving 
considerable attention in the literature, is the Zrn or game-theoretic approach 
(See, e.g., [9,11,29,38-42] and the many references therein). The approach is 
based on the idea of designing for the worst possible scenario (or model). This 
is in contrast to the TLS paradigm, where the idea is to first estimate what the 
true model should have been and then proceed with the design using the es- 
timated model. 
We explain the 2, method briefly in the context of the quadratic regulator 
Problem of Section 2.4. Detailed treatments tan be found in [9,11]. Here we 
only wish to highlight the main ideas, and the discussion in this section is in 
fact not necessary for the understanding of the rest of the Paper and tan be 
skipped on a first reading (the reader tan go directly to Section 4). The results 
in this section are included for comparison purposes and for readers that might 
not be familiar with the .Z, design methodology. 
Returning to the perturbed Version of the state-space model (2.6), 
Xi+l = (f +  sf)Xi +  (g +  6g)ui, (3.4) 
we first note that the System tan be represented in diagram form as shown in 
Fig. 5. The Signals w1 and w2 denote the perturbations {6gui, 6fii}, and the 
Subspace spanned by 
the n dominant 
singular vectors 
Fig. 4. Construction of the TLS Solution. 
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block with z-l indicates a unit time-delay. The block with K(z) indicates the 
transfer function of a Controller that we wish to determine in Order to stabilize 
the closed-loop System (i.e., stabilize the transfer fimction from col{wr , WZ} to 
col{ui, Xi} even in the presence of the uncertainties {Sf, 6g)). 
Define the vector Signals 
Here wi represents the perturbations and zi contains the Signals that we wish to 
regulate, viz., the state and the control. We tan now re-draw the block diagram 
of Fig. 5 in an equivalent form that is Standard in the literature on z?‘~ control, 
as shown in Fig. 6. The P(z) denotes the transfer function from the input 
Signals {wi, Ui} to the output Signals {zi,yi}, where we are denoting the input of 
K(z) by y, (clearly in our Problem yi = Xi). The transfer function d(z) represents 
the mapping that relates zj to wj. 
It is immediate to verify that in our particular Problem, A(z) is diagonal with 
constant real entries and is given by 
A(z) = Sf 0 
[ 1 0 hg’ 
Moreover, P(z) has a state-space realization that is given by 
%+l =fxi +gUj + [ 1 1 ]wi, 
yj = Xi. 
Let F(z) denote the transfer function from the perturbation wi to the regulated 
output zi in the absence of A(z). This transfer function is dependent on K(z) 
Xi 
Fig. 5. Block diagram representation of the perturbed state-equation. 








Fig. 6. Representation of the perturbed state-equation in Standard form. 
and P(z). The design of a robust stable Controller K(z) in an %Ym framework is 
concerned with the Problem of determining a stable K(z) that stabilizes the 
closed-loop System for all possible A(z) of a specified form. [By a stable K(z) we 
mean one that has poles inside the open unit disc.] 
A powerful tool in this regard is the so-called structured Singular value 
(SSV) of a transfer function [11,43] (see [44] for a Survey and also Ch. 8 of [45] 
for an overview with several examples). The SSV of the transfer function F(z) is 
dependent on the structure of A(z). It is denoted by pLd(F) and is defined as 
follows. Let ]]A]], denote the so-called 2, norm of a stable transfer function 
A(z)7 
IIAII, = SUP ~ax[A(@“)l. 
“E[0,2lL] 
To determine pLd(F), we find the smallest A(z), say A”(z), in the allowed class of 
uncertainties (measured in terms of 11All,) that makes the closed-loop System 
unstable. This corresponds to the smallest uncertainty A(z) that makes 
det[l - F(z)A(z)] = 0. Then 
Using the notion of SSV, a variant of a well-known theorem in System theory, 
known as the small-gain theorem [11,45], states that the closed-loop transfer 
function in Fig. 6 is stable for all allowed stable structured A(z) if, and only if, 
the SSV of F(z) and the Xu, norm of A(z) satisfy 
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PLd(~)llAllm < 1. 
Hence, a robust control design (also known as P-Synthesis) reduces to deter- 
mining a Controller K(z) that minimizes pd (F) so that the resulting closed-loop 
System will be stable for the largest class of uncertainties. 
It turns out that the computational complexity of computing the SSV of a 
transfer function F(z) is NP-hard. There is also considerable differente in the 
effort required when the uncertainty A(z) is real-valued or complex-valued. The 
former (real-valued case) is considerably more difficult. In the p-toolbox of 
Matlab 2, a so-called DK iteration is used (and a more complex variant for 
real-valued uncertainties) that minimizes an upper bound for pLd (F) rather than 
minimizing pd(F) itself. Also, most results and algorithms, even those imple- 
mented in the Matlab Pu-toolbox, are developed almost exclusively for con- 
tinuous-time Systems. 
For our perturbed model (3.4), with the nominal values f = 0.9 and g = 1, 
and with a diagonal uncertainty A(z) of norm 0.27 (since Sf = 0.2 and 
6g = -0.27) we used the PL-toolbox for complex-valued diagonal uncertainties ’ 
to design a Controller for uncertainties as large as 11411, = 0.28. We found 
K(z) = -0.6034. 
Simulation results are shown in Fig. 7, where the solid line Shows the unstable 
evolution of the state trajectory when LQR control is used. The dotted line 
Shows the evolution of the state vector when Z, control is used. The state of 
the closed-loop System goes to zero as desired, even in the presence of the 
uncertainties. The Overall tost in this case for N = 80 adds up to approximately 
71.53. 
The closed-loop pole in steady-state is now located at approximately 0.6595. 
Using the CL-toolbox, we also determined that the largest 11A11, for which a 
stabilizing Controller could be found was ]lAll, = 0.52 with the corresponding 
Controller being K(z) = -0.9 (= -f/g). 
We may add that more sophisticated design procedures exist that employ 
prespecified weighting functions, or even bound certain ZE norms subject to 
X2 or quadratic constraints, in Order to guarantee some desired levels of 
Performance. These schemes are usually more complex, and in some cases not 
yet fully developed. In this section, we opted to illustrate the Xm procedure in 
one of its most Standard forms without additional constraints. 
* MatlabO is a registered trademark of The MathWorks Inc. 
3 To the authors’ knowledge, a design procedure that deals directly with the case of real-valued 
diagonal uncertainties for discrete-time Systems is not immediately available in the Matlab p- 
toolbox. 
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Fig. 7. 2, control of the perturbed plant. 
4. New BDU design criteria 
The design techniques reviewed in Section 3 combat modeling uncertainties 
in several ways. In the TLS case, for example, the true model is first estimated, 
but without any bound on how large the correction A - A tan be. In the J?‘~ 
formulation, on the other hand, the design procedure tan end up being con- 
servative. 
In this section, we study several tost functions for design purposes that 
explicitly incorporate a-priori bounds on the size of the data uncertainties. In 
so doing, the resulting solutions guarantee that the effect of the uncertainties 
will not be unnecessarily over-emphasized beyond what is reasonably assumed 
by the a-priori bounds. In many cases, we will be able to characterize com- 
pletely the solutions and provide algorithms for their computation with es- 
sentially the same computational effort as Standard least-squares solutions, 
thus making the new formulations attractive for practical use. 
We Start by reconsidering a Problem first formulated in [46-48] and which 
was originally fully solved in [47] and via a more costly linear matrix inequality 
(or convex optimization) technique in [48]. We shall refer to it as a BDU es- 
timation Problem (with BDU standing for Bounded Data Uncertainties). In 
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this Paper (Section 5), we re-solve this Problem from a different perspective. 
Rather than rely on algebraic arguments similar to those in [47,48], we shall 
develop a geometric theory for BDU estimation. In particular, we shall extend 
the famed orthogonality principle of least-squares theory to the context of 
BDU estimation. In the process of developing the geometric framework, sev- 
eral concepts from linear algebra and matrix theory will play a prominent role. 
In addition to the geometric formulation, we shall also motivate and for- 
mulate several extensions for BDU estimation and control purposes (see Sec- 
tion 4.3 and Sections 6 and 7). In these new formulations, we allow for 
different sources and levels of uncertainties in the model, as well as for more 
general tost functions. Applications in the context of image processing, co- 
channel interference cancellation, and quadratic control are discussed. 
4.1. The data model 
We motivate the BDU framework as follows. Let x E R” be a column vector 
of unknown Parameters, b E RN a vector of measurements, and 
A E [WNxn,N > n, a known full rank matrix. The matrix A represents nominal 
data in the sense that the true matrix that relates b to x is not A itself but rather 
a perturbed version of A, say 
b = (A + SA)x + v. (4.1) 
The perturbation &4 is not known. What is known is a bound on how far the 
true matrix (A + 6A) tan be from the assumed nominal value A, say 
in terms of the 2-induced norm of 6A, or equivalently, its maximum Singular 
value. [All the results will apply, and in fact become simpler, if we instead 
employ the Frobenius norm of &4, say 116AllF 6 q, rather than the 2-induced 
norm. We shall comment on this Point later - see the remark after the proof of 
Lemma 5.4.1 
The Standard least-squares criterion (2.2) often used in practical designs, 
would seek to recover x from b by relying on the available nominal data A, and 
without taking into account the fact that the true data is not A itself but lies 
around A within a ball of size q. This is clearly a limitation. On the other hand, 
the total least-squares criterion (3.3) is aware of possible perturbations in A 
and tries to replace it with an estimate 2 before seeking to estimate x. It 
however does not explicitly incorporate the a-priori bound r] into its Statement. 
In this way, there is no guarantee that the estimate 2 that it finds will lie within 
the ball of size y~; it may end up being overly corrected. 
These difficulties motivate the introduction of new design criteria that ex- 
plicitly incorporate bounds on the sizes of the perturbations. 
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4.2. A BDU tost function for estimation 
The first tost function we consider is the following [46,47]: 
(4.3) 
This formulation seeks a Solution X that performs “best” in the worst-possible 
scenario. It tan be regarded as a constrained two-player game Problem, with 
the designer trying to pick an x that minimizes the residual norm while the 
Opponent &4 tries to maximize the residual norm. The game Problem is con- 
strained since it imposes a limit on how large (or how damaging) the Opponent 
6A tan be. 
In Order to further clarify the meaning of (4.3), note that any value that we 
pick for x would lead to many residual norms, ll(A + 6A)x - bll, one for each 
possible 6A. We want then to determine the X whose maximum residual is the 
smallest possible. Assume, for illustration purposes, that we only have two 
choices for x, say x1 and x2. In Fig. 8 we plot the residual curves as a function 
of 6A, i.e., we plot 
ll(A + 6A)xl - bll and ll(A + SA)x, - bll, 
for all 6A satisfying IlSAll < q. The dark discs indicate the Points at which the 
residuals attain their maxima. We see from the figure that the maximum re- 
sidual attained by x2 is smaller than the maximum residual attained by xl. 
Hence, the Solution to the BDU estimation Problem in this case is X = x2. 
It turns out that the Solution of (4.3) has an interesting and powerful geo- 
metric interpretation that resembles the orthogonality condition of least- 
squares Problems. Before establishing this result, and before studying its im- 
plications, we list in the next section several other tost functions and elaborate 
on their significance. In a later section, we shall reconsider some of these newer 
costs and apply them to Problems in image processing, co-channel interference 
cancellation, and control design. 
Ilresiduallj 
6A - 
Fig. 8. Two illustrative residual-norm curves. 
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4.3. More general BD U tost functions 
275 
We start by noting that in some applications, we might be uncertain only 
about part of the data matrix while the remaining data is known exactly. This 
motivates us to formulate a BDU Problem with partial uncertainties as follows 
[47]: 
We tan also handle situations with different levels of uncertainties in different 
Parts of the data matrix by introducing a BDU Problem with multiple uncer- 
tainties [49], 
mm max ll[Al +6A1 . . . AK+dAK]x-hll. 
llf”<jJ! ($  
x , 
(4.5) 
Here, the {Ai} denote submatrices (column-wise) of A. Such tost functions are 
useful for multiple-User or multiple-experiment environments and will be ap- 
plied to image restoration and co-channel interference later in Section 7. 
Another useful tost function is a BDU formulation for multi-state or dis- 
trete-event case, where the uncertainty 6A tan be only one of a finite number of 
possibilities, viz., 
This tost is useful for estimation purposes in multi-state environments where 
only the discrete models {A + 6A,, A + dA2, . . . , A + 6AL} are possible. 
For control purposes, we find it useful to introduce the following two BDU 
formulations [50] 
min X ( ,,a&~~b,,,B ll@ + wx - (b + Wl12 + PIIXIII) > (4.7) 
and 
min max 
x IMAll 4 Wbll 6 B 
[(A + SA)x - (b + Gb)lTW[(A + 6A)x - (b + db)] + xTQx, 
where we now allow for uncertainties in A and b, and also employ weighting 
factors p, W, and Q. We shall demonstrate an application of (4.7) later in 
Section 6. 
We tan also formulate tost functions that treat data uncertainties multi- 
plicatively rather than additively, 
m$ ll~gtl II (1 + WAx - 41, (4.8) 
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and also treat weight uncertainties, 
(4.9) 
This later tost is a Variation of the weighted least-squares criterion in which the 
uncertainty is taken to be in the weight matrix itself. Such situations arise, in 
more structured forms, in Kalman filtering theory where the noise covariance 
matrices play the role of weighting matrices. But since these covariance ma- 
trices are not always known a priori, they need to be estimated before applying 
the Kalman filter equations (e.g., [34,35]). In this way, we may end up em- 
ploying perturbed weight matrices. The above tost then seeks an X that per- 
forms best in the face of the worst possible choice for the weight matrix. 
We tan as well consider BDU formulations with an average (or stochastic) 
Performance index, e.g., 
(4.10) 
where “avg” denotes symbolically some notion of average, or some alternative 
tost functions with stochastic assumptions on both x and &4. Such stochastic 
extensions will be discussed elsewhere. 
5. BDU estimation 
We now consider the BDU formulation (4.3) 
and study it in some detail. As mentioned earlier, this tost function was studied 
in [47] and the Solution was found there algebraically. Here we shall re-solve 
the Problem from a different perspective. Rather than rely on the algebraic 
arguments, we shall develop a geometric theory for BDU estimation. In par- 
ticular, we shall extend the orthogonality principle of least-squares theory to 
this context. Several concepts from linear algebra and linear vector spaces will 
play a prominent role in our arguments. 
For ease of exposition, and in Order to avoid degenerate cases, we shall 
assume in this Paper that A is full rank and that b does not lie in the range 
space of A (and is nonzero), 
rank(d) = n and b 6 W(A). (5.1) 
These conditions rule out the case of a Square invertible matrix A and therefore 
require N > n. However, if these conditions do not hold, then the Solution is 
only slightly more complex. The geometric arguments given below tan still be 
extended but, for the sake of clarity and in Order to emphasize the main ideas, 
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we shall assume that Eq. (5.1) holds. We shall pursue the geometry of the 
degenerate case elsewhere - see though [47] for a Statement of the Solution in 
the general case. 
5.1. The uncertainty set 
In the BDU formulation (4.3), the perturbation 6A is restricted to the ball 
]]SAll< r]. It tums out that the Solution of the Problem will depend on a crucial 
property of this ball, viz., whether there exists a 6A such that the perturbed 
matrix (A + 6A) becomes orthogonal to b. The following result establishes 
when this is possible. Later we shall see why this property is crucial to the 
Solution of (4.3). 
Lemma 5.1 (A bound on r~). The uncertainty set { IlSAjl 6 q} contains a 
perturbation 6A such that (A + GA)Tb = 0 is, and only if, 
yI 2 IIATblI 
llbll ’ (5.2) 
Proof. Assume there exists a 6A, say SA, such that (A + a)Tb = 0. Then 
(a)Tb = -ATb and 
J]ATbJI = 116A’bll < ll~T]] llb]]. 
This implies that ]]%iI( 2 IJATbll/llblj and, hence, condition (5.2) must hold. 
Conversely, assume (5.2) holds and choose 
SA=- 1 - bbTA. 
IPl12 
Then 
IlbllIlbTAII = 3 < ‘I. 
This Shows that SA is a valid perturbation. Now note that 
- 1 bbT 
A+6A=A-llbli’bbTA= 1-E A, 
[ 1 
where the matrix (Z - bbT/l(bl12) is the projector onto the orthogonal com- 
plement space of b. This implies that (A + a)Tb = 0, as desired. Cl 
Fig. 9 is a pictorial representation of the case y~ < IIATbJl/(lbll. The uncer- 
tainty set is indicated by the dashed area and it is seen not to include a per- 
turbed matrix that is orthogonal to b. 
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Fig. 9. A depiction of the 4 < IIATbl/llbl(. 
In the sequel we shall establish that when the uncertainty set is large enough 
to include a perturbed matrix (A + 6A) that is orthogonal to b, then the unique 
Solution of (4.3) is X = 0. Otherwise, the Solution is nonzero and has an in- 
teresting regularized form. 
5.2. Unique Zero solution 
To verify the above Claim, we Start by considering the case u] > \IATll/llbll. 
We shall show that the Solution of (4.3) will be unique and equal to Zero, X = 0. 
The result makes sense since intuitively it means that in the presence of rela- 
tively large uncertainty in the data, the true matrix (A + 6A) could be or- 
thogonal to the measured vector b, in which case there is no information to 
extract about x and the best estimate for x would be X = 0. 
To establish the result, we first note that if we set x equal to zero in the BDU 
tost function (4.3) we obtain that the residual norm is always equal to jlbll 
regardless of &4. We now show that when (5.2) holds, for any nonzero x, we 
tan always find a perturbation 6A satisfying 116.4IJ < n such that the residual 
norm ll(A + SA)x - bll is strictly larger than llbll. This would mean that for any 
nonzero x, the maximum residual ll(A + &4)x - bll over { Il&ill < q} has to be 
larger than b, so that X = 0 has to be the unique minimum Solution since it 
leads to the smallest residual norm. In fact, we have a stronger Statement. 
Lemma 5.2 (Zero Solution vector). The BDU estimation Problem (4.3) has a 
unique solution at Xr = 0 if, and only if, (5.2) holds. 
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We already know from the proof of Lemma 5.1 that a is a valid perturbation 
since IjSAll < q, and that (A + 6A)Tb = 0. We now further show that (A + 6A) 
has full column rank. Assume otherwise, then there should exist a nonzero 
vector p such that 
[ 1 I - bbT im Ap = 0. 
If we denote Ap by q (q is also nonzero since A is full column rank), this means 
that we must have 
which is only possible if q is parallel to the vector 6, say q = cxb for some a # 0, 
since the matrix (Z - bbT/llbl12) is the projector onto the orthogonal comple- 
ment space of 6. Hence, we must have Ap = ab. This contradicts our as- 
sumption that b does not lie in the column span of A. Therefore, the matrix 
(A + 6A) has full column rank. 
Now since b is orthogonal to (A + a), it follows that 
ll(A + dA)x - bll > llbll, 
for any nonzero vector x. Hence, the smallest residual over x is llbll and it is 
attained at x = 0. All other nonzero choices for x would lead to a larger re- 
sidual. We tan now write, for any nonzero x, 
,,E;;~ ll@ + 84~ - 4 a IIV + Wx - bll > VII. 
This Shows that X = 0 is the unique Solution of (4.3). 
Conversely, assume X = 0 is the unique Solution of (4.3) and let us establish 
that (5.2) must hold. Indeed, if X = 0 is the unique Solution then for every x, 
,,E;$~ IIV + 84~ - bll* a llbll*. 
That is, for every x, 
,,m;& [xT(A + dA)T(A + SA)x - 2bT(A + 6A)x] > 0. 
, 
Choose x as a scaled multiple of ATb, say x = yATb. Then the above inequality 
implies that for any y, 
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,,mmq [y2bTA(A + GA)T(A + GA)ATb - 2ybT(A + GA)ATb] 2 0. 
. 
We now Claim that for the above inequality to hold, it must be true that 
max [-2bT(A + &4)ATb] > 0. 
Il4l <‘I 
Indeed, assume not, say 
max [-2bT(A + &4)ATb] = -p < 0, 
IIW <fl 
for some p > 0. Then 
2bT(A + &4)‘4% 2 p > 0, 
for all 6A. Choose y such that 
Then it is easy to verify that 
max [y2bTA(A + &4)T(A + GA)ATb - 2ybT(A + &4)ATb] < 0, 
IIWI b tl 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, (5.3) must hold, i.e., 
max [-2bTAATb - 2bTGAATb] > 0. 
IWII G v 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
The maximum the expression between parenthesis tan be is 
- 2bTAATb + 2q((bll IIATbll. 
This maximum is in fact achievable. Indeed, choose 
T 
6A = -’ ,(b;;b!A,l ’ 
Then 6A is a valid perturbation since IlSAll = q and it achieves the above value. 
Therefore, we must have 
- 211ATbl12 + 2#4l lIATbll 2 0, 
which leads to the desired conclusion (5.2). 0 
5.3. Warst-case perturbations 
We have therefore identified completely the condition under which X = 0 is 
the unique solution, viz., when (5.2) holds. We now assume to the contrary that 
1 < IIATblI 
llbll . (5.5) 
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put? .waurllo3 a.w ‘x( yq + p’) 30 ueds utun~o~ aql I.I! ‘x( yg + v) 01 ptm ‘y 30 mds 
uwn~o~ ayl u! ‘xv 01 4 Z?u!pauuoD s.tolDaA aql ‘x 0Iazuou Am 103 ‘a~o3alay~ 
(01’s) ‘(4-w)(d+ 1) =4-“(w+Y) 
acmrs ‘(9 - xf7g l,jJ!M 
(6’s) 
(83) 
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A 
(A+ 6A) 
Fig. 10. The residual vectors [(A + 6A)x - b] and Ax - b are tollinear for any 6A that attains the 
maximum residual norm. 
Lemma 5.3 (Direction of residual vectors). For any nonzero x, zf 6A is a 
perturbation that achieves the maximum residual norm in Eq. (5.9), viz., 
IIAx - bll + yIIIxII7 t h en the residual vectors (A + 6A)x - b and Ax - b are 
tollinear. They also Point in the same direction (i.e., one is a positive multiple 
of the other). 
It is easy to verify that the following choice for 6A satisfies Eq. (5.8) and has 
norm equal to q, 
(Ax - 6) xT 
6A”(x) ’ n IIAx - bll IIxII 
Note that 6A” is a function of x. [ Often, we shall drop the argument x and 
write simply 6A” for compactness of notation.] Therefore, the maximum re- 
sidual in Eq. (5.9) is attainable. It is enough for our purposes to identify one of 
the perturbations 6A that achieve the maximum residual, e.g., the 6A” above. 
We remark, however, that in general there tan exist many other 6As that 
satisfy Eq. (5.8) for any given x. The following Statement parametrizes all such 
perturbations. The result holds for any v, regardless of (5.2) or (5.5). Although 
we shall not use the next two results in the sequel, we include them here for 
completeness. 
Lemma 5.4 (Worst-case perturbation). For any given nonzero x, and for any q, 
the perturbations that satisfy Eq. (5.8), and therefore attain the maximum 
residual in Eq. (5.9), occur on the boundary 116AI( = v] and they are fully 
parametrized by the following expression 
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AXT 
6A = 6A” + Y z - - ( 1 llxl 2 ’ 
for any matrix Y E RNx” that satisjies 




Proof. Before we begin the proof let us first note that 
since it is the projection matrix onto the orthogonal complement space of x. 
Now any perturbation 6A that satisfies Eq. (5.8) must be such that Eq. (5.7) 
holds. This implies that IlSAll 3 n, which in view of the restriction /(&t(I < q 
means that any such &4 has to lie on the boundary IlSAll = r. This establishes 
part of the Lemma. 
To establish the parameterization of all valid Us, we note that for any given 
nonzero x, &4 has to be the Solution of the under-determined linear System of 
equations (5.8). It is well-known that all solutions are given by 
rlJ’xJ’ dA = IIAx - bll (Ax - b)x+ + Y(I - xx+), (5.13) 
for an arbitrary matrix Y and where x+ denotes the pseudo-inverse of x, 
XT .+ = - 
llxl12 ’ 
and where the two terms 
,,“‘ykll (Ax - b)xt and Y(Z - xxt) 
are orthogonal, i.e., 
( ,1~‘“,11 (An - h)xt)i(Y,I - xx+]) = 0. 
The expression for x+ leads to 
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and in view of the above orthogonality, 
6A6AT = c~A”(~A”)~ + Y 
= ,lAx- b/12 
2 (Ax-~)(Ax-~)~+Y (5.14) 
But recall that 6A has to satisfy IlSAll = r]. This imposes restrictions on Y. We 
shall now verify that the requirement IlSAll = q is satisfied if, and only if, Y is 
Chosen according to Eq. (5.12). 
Indeed, assume first that Eq. (5.12) holds. Using (Z -xxT/IIxl12)YT 
(Ax - b) = 0, we easily conclude from the above that 
6A6AT(Ax - b) = q2(Ax - b). 
This Shows that the vector (Ax - b) is an eigenvector for dAdA’ with eigenvalue 
q2. Let us verify that all other eigenvalues of 6A6AT have to be smaller or equal 
to v2 so that we conclude that lIdAll = q. Note first that 6A6AT is a symmetric 
nonnegative definite matrix and, hence, all its eigenvalues are nonnegative. It 
also has orthogonal eigenvectors. Let w denote any of the unit-norm eigen- 
vectors of dAhAT that is orthogonal to the eigenvector (Ax - b). Let A2 be the 
corresponding eigenvalue. Then from Eq. (5.14), 
wTGAGATw = L2wTw = AZ = wTY 
Using the second condition on Yin Eq. (5.12) we see that we must have 
and therefore A. < q, as desired. We thus showed that if conditions (5.12) hold, 
then any 6A in Eq. (5.13) satisfies IldAll = q. 
Conversely, let us show that if Y is not Chosen according to Eq. (5.12) then 
(l&l(I > q. So assume that one of the conditions fails, say (Z - x.x~/IIxII~)Y~ 
(Ax - b) # 0. It then follows from Eq. (5.14) that 
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(Ax - b)TGAGAT(Ax - b) = Yj211Ax - bl12 + (Ax - b)TY i ) 1-g 11412 
Y’(Ax - b) > q211Ax - bl12. 
Therefore, Il&Ill > q. Assume, on the other hand, that the second condition in 
Eq. (5.12) fails. Hence, there exists a nonzero vector q such that 
xxT 
qTY I- j-$ yTq > ~211ql12~ ( 1 
Then using Eq. (5.14) again we obtain 
L 
qT6A6ATq = ,,Axy bl12 9 T(AX - b)(Ax - b)Tq 
xxT 
+ qTY I- j-$ YTq > 121191121 ( ) 
which again implies that l(6All > ‘1. Cl 
Remark 1. Had we originally stated the BDU Problem (4.3) with the constraint 
II&4/IF Q q, in terms of the Frobenius norm of &4 rather that its 2-induced 
norm, then all the arguments in this section will still apply except that the &4 
that achieves the maximum residual in Eq. (5.9) would be unique and equal to 
&P’! This is because it is known, and tan be easily verified, that the Solution 6A 
of Eq. (5.13) that corresponds to the choice Y=O has the smallest Frobenius 
norm. Hence, IIM’llF = q and all other MS solving Eq. (5.13) would have 
lI~~“Il, > ?* 
Remark 2. Note also that the parameterization in Lemma 5.4 is not unique. 
Two distinct matrices Y tan result in the same &4. For example, given a Y, we 
tan add to it any matrix that is orthogonal to (Z - xxT/jIxll ) and obtain the 
same 6A. This nonuniqueness is not relevant to our future discussions. 
Lemma 5.4 parameterizes all possible 6As that attain the maximum residual 
in term of 6A”. The following result now follows immediately. 
Corollary 5.5. For any given 
perturbations that satisfy Eq. 
Eq. (5.9), then there exists a 
YT(Ax - b) 
nonzero x, and for any q, lf 6A1 and 6A2 are two 
(53, and therefore attain the maximum residual in 
Y E lvxn satisfying 
= 0, (5.15) 
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and such that 
Proof. For 6A1 we tan write 
for some Y, that satisfies Eq. (5.12). Likewise, for 6A2 we tan write 
6A2 = 6A” + Y2 
for some Y, that satisfies Eq. (5.12). Subtracting we obtain 
6A2=6A,+(Y2-Y,) 
where it is easy to see that the differente (Y2 - Y,) satisfies Eq. (5.15). 0 
It also turns out that for any nonzero x, the worst-case perturbation 6A” has 
a very useful property. Recall that A is full column rank by assumption. Now 
we have the following. 
Lemma 5.6 (Full rank property). For any nonzero x, the warst-case perturbation 
6A” is such that 
A + 6A” is still full column rank. 
Proof. Assume A + 6A” is rank deficient. This means that there exists a nonzero 
vector p such that 
(Ax - b) XT 
A + ’ IIAx - bi/ m ’ = ” 1 
The vector p is necessarily not orthogonal to x since otherwise we would obtain 
Ap = 0, which contradicts out earlier assumption that A itself has full column 
rank. Define the scalar nonzero quantity 
rl @‘Pl 
’ = l/Ax - bll I4l 
It then follows from the above equality that 
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A x+‘p =b. 
[ 1 ß 
This means that b should lie in the coiumn span of A, which again contradicts 
our earlier assumption about b. 0 
5.4. The orthogonality condition 
Once the maximum residual norm over 6A, or equivalently the worst-case 
perturbations, have been identified, we are reduced to studying the equivalent 
Problem 
mm (IIAx - bll + rllxll). (5.16) 
[Note that the expression for the maximum residual over the set { IlSAll 6 q} 
also holds for x = 0.1 
The formulation (5.16) is deceptively similar, but significantly distinct, from 
the regularized least-squares formulation (3. l), where the syuared Euclidean 
norms 0/412, IIAx - bll’) are used rather than the norms themselves! 
Lemma 5.7 (Existente of nonzero solutions). Assume condition (5.5) holds. Then 
a nonzero Solution X of (4.3) should exist. 
Proof. The equivalence between both Problems (4.3) and (5.16) holds for all x. 
Now the tost function in (5.16) is convex in x, which means that at least one 
global minimum is guaranteed to exist. When q < JIATbll/llb(l, we already know 
that 2 = 0 cannot be a global minimum. Therefore, at least one nonzero global 
minimum must exist. 0 
To make the connection with least-squares theory more explicit, we shall 
rewrite the BDU estimation Problem alternatively as 
(5.17) 
where, using the result of Lemma 5.4, we know that the perturbed matrix 
(A + 6A”) attains the maximum residual norm. we shall explain later - see 
Remark 3 further ahead - that we could have used any of the perturbations 
that result in the maximum norm residual for x, and not just 6A”. The con- 
clusions would be the Same.] 
For compactness of notation we shall denote the worst-case perturbed 
matrix used in (5.17) by A(x), 
A(x)=A+dA”=A+q 
(Ax - b) xT 
IIAx - bll IIxli’ 
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then we write (5.17) more compactly as 
m$r IW)x - hll. (5.18) 
This Statement looks similar to the least-squares Problem (2.2) with two im- 
portant distinctions. First, the coefficient matrix A is replaced by a perturbed 
version of it, A + M(x) and, secondly, the new coefficient matrix is dependent 
on the unknown x as well. Hence, what we have is a nonlinear least-squares 
Problem with a special form for the coefficient matrix A(x). If A(x) were a 
constant matrix, and therefore not dependent on x, say 2, then we know from 
the geometry of least-squares estimation that the Solution X is obtained by 
imposing the orthogonality condition (or normal equations - recall Eq. (2.4)) 
P(AX - b) = 0. 
In the BDU case, the coefficient matrix is a nonlinear function of x. Interest- 
ingly enough, however, it turns out that the Solution X tan still be completely 
characterized by the Same orthogonality condition, with 2 replaced by A(x) (See 
Fig. 11) 
AT(X)[A(X)X - b] = 0. (5.19) 
Since, from Eq. (5.6), the residual vector A(X)X - b is tollinear with Ai - b, we 
obtain the equivalent condition 
AT(X) [Ai - b] = 0. 
or, equivalently, 
Fig. 11. Othogonality condition for BDU estimation. 
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[ 
T (Ai-b) XT 
A + rl ,,& _ b(, m 
1 
[fi - bl = 0, (5.20) 
or even more compactly, 
[A + GA”(X)]T(AX - b) = 0. 
Compared with least-squares theory, we may interpret the result (5.20) as an 
oblique projection onto A rather than an orthogonal projection. The orthog- 
onality conditions (5.19), (5.20) do not hold for all nonlinear least-squares 
Problems, i.e., for more general nonlinear functions A(x). They hold for the 
particular A(x) that arises in the BDU context. We now establish the above 
Claims. 
Theorem 5.8 (Orthogonality of residual vector). Assume (5.5) holds. Then a 
nonzero vector X is a solution of (5.16) OT equivalently (5.18) lf, and only lf, the 
residual vector AX - b is orthogonal to the following rank-one mod@cation of the 
data matrix A, 
(Ai-b) XT 
A(X) =A+?,,k_b,,m’ (5.21) 
That is, ifand only if either Eq. (5.19) or Eq. (5.20) hold. 
Proof. Let i be a nonzero vector that satisfies the orthogonality condition 
AT(X)[Ai - b] = 0. 
Let us show that it has to be a minimizer of the tost function in (5.16). Indeed, 
pick any other vector x. Then we necessarily have 
IIA(x)x - bll > llA(X)x - 611. 
This is because we know from Lemma 5.4 that for a given X, A(x) is a matrix 
that maximizes ll(A + SA)x - bJI. We now verify that 
llA(i)X - bll < llA(+ - 41, 
in Order to conclude that 
IIAW - bll G II4+ - NI, 
so that X is a minimizer. To establish this fact, we perform the following cal- 
culations: 
IIA(X)x - bJ12 = llA(X)(x + X - X) - bj12 
= [/[A(X)&b]+A(X)(x-X)l12 
= IIA(.r)X - bl12 + IIA(.?)(x - X)l12 > IIA(X)X - bl12, 
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where in the third Step we used the fact that AT(X)[A(X)i - b] = 0. We thus 
established that if .? satisfies the orthogonality condition (5.12) then 
IW)~ - bll 6 ll4x)x - bll f or any nonzero x and, therefore, X is a minimizer. 
Conversely, suppose that X is a nonzero minimizer of the tost function in 
(5.16). The gradient of the tost function with respect to x has to evaluate to 
zero at x = X. This leads directly to the condition AT(X) [AX - b] = 0 0. 
Remark 3. In view of the parameterization (5.1 l), and of the first condition on 
Y in Eq. (5.12), it is easy to verify that the orthogonality condition holds for 
any 6A that achieves the maximum residual at X, i.e., 
[ 
T ^ 
A + rl ,,Az 1 b,, ,;,, 2 + y z- XXT ( )l llx(12 [Ai - b] = 0. 
We tan now establish uniqueness of the Solution. 
Lemma 5.9 (Uniqueness of Solution). Assume (5.5) holds, then there exists a 
unique nonzero solution X of (4.3) or, equivalently, a unique nonzero vector X that 
solves the nonlinear equation 
T (A.? - b) XT 
A+v,,~~_~,,~ k--6] =o. (5.22) 
Proof. We already know from Lemma 5.7 that a nonzero Solution X exists. Now 
assume XI and X2 are two distinct nonzero solutions. Then 
This because we know from Lemma 5.4 that A(X,) is a matrix that maximizes 
ll(A + 6A)XI - hll. We Claim that since both X1 and i2 are assumed to be min- 
imizers the above inequality has to be an equality. To see this, assume to the 
contrary that we tan have stritt inequality, 
llA(%)% - bll > IlA(&)% - hll. 
Then note that 
(5.23) 
IIA(&)% - bj12 = IIA(&)(X, +i2 -x,) - bi\* 
= II[A(X,)X, - b] + A(&)(X, - X2)112 
= llA@2)i2 - blj2 + llA(i2)(X, -i2)1j2 B IIA(X2)3C2 - b112, 
where in the third Step we used the fact that X2 is a Solution and therefore 
satisfies the orthogonality condition AT(i2[A(X2)i2 - b] = 0. 
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Combining the above inequality with (5.23) we find that we must have 
IIA(&)% - bll > ll‘4@2)X2 - bll, 
which contradicts the fact that both Xr and & are solutions and must therefore 
have equal maximum residual norms. Hence, equality must hold, 
IIA(%)& - bll = II-4(3C2)-% - hll. (5.24) 
This means that fori,,A(Xt) andA( X2 are two perturbed matrices that achieve )
the maximum residual. It follows that A(&)X, - b should be orthogonal to 
A(X2) just like A(i2)X2 - b is (by the assumed optimality of 2,). To verify this, 
assume not. Then the norm of the residual A(X2)Xr - b has to be strictly larger 
than the norm of the residual A(X2)Xr - b has to be strictly larger than the norm 
of the residual ~t(&).?~ - b, 
II4i2F2 - bll < IIA(~z)$ -hll. 
By Eq. (5.24), we obtain IIA(X& - bll < &4(il)il - hll. This is a contradiction 
since both X1 and & are minima and must therefore have equal maximum re- 
sidual norms. 
We thus conclude that 
AT(X2)[A(X2).& - b] = 0. (5.25) 
Using this condition and the orthogonality condition of .Y2, viz., 
AT(X2)[A(X2),?2 - b] = 0, 
in addition to the full rank property of A(X2) we obtain that 
Xr = [AT(X2)A(i2)]-‘AT(&)b = Xi. 0 
Remark 4. The last part of the above proof could have also been established by 
resorting to the parameterization of perturbations that lead to maximum 
residual norms. Indeed, equality (5.24) means that for XI, A (XI ) and A (XZ) are to 
perturbed matrices that achieve the maximum residual. Using corollary 5.5, 
they must be related via i,i; 
A(&)=A(X,)+Y 1-y ) ( ) Ilil II 
for some Y that satisfies 
(5.26) 
YT(AX, - b) = 0. 
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It further follows from Eq. (5.10) that the residual vector A(XZ)X1 - b is col- 
linear with AXi - b. Using this fact and the orthogonality condition of Xi, viz., 
AT(X,)[AXI - b] = 0, 
if we multiply Eq. (5.26) by [A(&)Xi - blT from the left we obtain Eq. (5.25), 
and the argument tan now be continued as above. 0 
We therefore, established that the Solution of (4.3) is unique and nonzero 
when (5.5) holds. Using the orthogonality condition of the Solution, it is now 
immediate to tonfirm that when (5.5) holds, the nonzero Solution indeed has a 
smaller tost than the one associated with the zero vector. To see this, recall 
from Lemma 5.1 that when (5.5) holds, none of the matrices in these set 
{A + &4} will be orthogonal to b. Hence, the distance form b to any of these 
matrices will always be strictly smaller than b. In particular, the optimal 
nonzero Solution X will satisfy 
IM+ - bll < llbll> 
since the left-hand side measures the distance from b to the vector A(X)X in the 
column space of A (X). Recalling that the optimal tost associated with x = 0 is 
llbll, and since llA(X)X - b(l is the maximum residual associated with X, we see 
that the nonzero Solution X does have a smaller tost. 
Remark 5. The tost function in (5.16) tan be shown to be strictly convex when 
the assumptions (5.1) hold. Therefore, a unique global minimum X should exist. 
This minimum tan occur either at the Points where the tost function 
Ib - bll + VII x 1s not differentiable (viz., X = 0) or at the Points where the II . 
gradient with respect to x is Zero. Since X- = 0 is not a Solution when 
v < IIATblJ/llblJ, we conclude that a unique nonzero Solution Z exists and it is 
equal to the vector where the gradient of the tost function is Zero. 
Differentiating the tost function with respect to x, and setting the gradient 
equal to zero at x = X, we obtain the orthogonality condition (5.20). While this 
optimization-based argument provides a short route to the Solution, it 
nevertheless obscures the geometry of the Problem. For this reason, in our 
presentation in this Paper we have opted for emphasizing the geometric and 
linear algebraic aspects of the BDU formulation and its Solution. 
5.5. Statement of solution 
Returning to the orthogonality condition (5.22), we introduce the auxiliary 
positive number 
or a VIIIAX - bll 
1141 
(5.27) 
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Then we tan rewrite Eq. (5.22) in the form 
(ATA + od)X = ATb, (5.28) 
where Or is clearly a function of X as well. 
Expressions (5.27) and (5.28) define a System of equations with two un- 
knowns {.X, oI}.We already know that this System of equations has a unique 
Solution {X, &}. 
We summarize here the conclusions of the earlier sections. 
Theorem 5.10 (Solution of BDU estimation). Consider a fulZ rank matrix 
A E RNxn with N > n and a nonzero vector b that does not belong to the column 
span of A. The solution of the BDU estimation Problem 
mjn ,,E;:~ II (A + dA)x - 611, , 
is always unique. Two seenarios arise depending on the size of v]. 
1. The Solution is zero (X = 0) iJ; und only if; q > IIATbll/llbll. 
2. The Solution is nonzero q, and only if, 9 < IIATbll/llbll. Zn this case, it is given 
by the Solution of the nonlinear System of equations 
T (AX - b) XT 
A+v~~~~_~~,I/x [Ai-b] =O. 
Alternatively, the unique X tan be found by solving the nonlinear System of 
equations (5.27), (5.28) in X and Or, viz., 
(ADA + L?Z)X = ATb, 
6 _ il IlAX - 611 = o. 
IIXII 
If we replace Eq. (5.28) into Eq. (5.27) we obtain a nonlinear equation in Oc, 
,G = rl IIIA(ATA + a)-‘ATb - Z]bll 
11 (ADA + &Z)-‘ATbll ’ 
(5.29) 
The mapping between the variables X and OI is bijective. Given X we tan evaluate 
Or uniquely via Eq. (5.27) and given OI we tan evaluate X uniquely via Eq. (5.28). 
Hence, since the Solution X is nonzero and unique when v < IIATbll/llbll, the 
above nonlinear equation in Or has a unique positive Solution 6. In [47], a 
method is presented for finding this root by introducing the SVD of the matrix 
A in Order to further simplify the nonlinear equation (5.29). The scalar 6 tan be 
determined, for example, by employing a bisection-type algorithm to solve the 
nonlinear equation, thus requiring O(n log OI/E) operations, where e is the 
desired precision. 
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Remark 6. When Eq. (5.1) does not hold, the solution of the BDU Problem 
(4.3) is only slightly more complex, as mentioned after Eq. (5.1). A Statement of 
the Solution in the general case tan be found in [47]. This solution is used in the 
image processing example of Section 5.7 below, where the matrix A is Square 
and invertible. For this example, however, the Solution is still given by the 
regularized form (5.27) and (5.28). 
5.6. Connection to regularized least-squares 
We remarked earlier that the tost function (5.16) looks deceptively similar, 
but significantly distinct, from the regularized least-squares formulation (3.1), 
where the squared Euclidean norms { l]x]j2, ]]Ax - 611’) are used rather than the 
norms themselves. Indeed, the arguments in the earlier sections highlighted 
several of the subtleties involved in solving the BDU estimation Problem, 
compared to the Solution of regularized least-squares. 
Interesting enough however, the Solution of the BDU Problem turns out to 
have a nice regularized form since 
x = (ATA + od)_‘ATb. 
This tan be regarded as the exact Solution of a regularized least-squares 
Problem of the form: 
mp (illxl12 + IIAx - bi\‘) (5.30) 
with squared Euclidean distances, and where the regularization Parameter Oc is 
determined by the algorithm itself rather than specified by the designer. In this 
sense, the Solution of the BDU Problem (5.16) (with norms only rather than 
squared norms) tan be seen to perform automatic regularization; it first de- 
termines a regularization Parameter C? and then uses it to solve a regularized 
least-squares Problem of the above form. 
This Observation allows us to also establish the following robustness 
property for the classical regularized least-squares solution. 
Theorem 5.11 (Robustness of regularized least-squares). Consider a regularized 
least-squares Problem of the form 
mjn bllxl12 + IW - bll’l, 
where y is a given positive number. Let X,lS denote its unique Solution. Assume 
A E [WNxn is full rank with N > n and that b does not belong to the column span of 
A. Assume also that ATb # 0 so that Xrls is nonzero. The Solution of every such 
Problem is also the Solution of a BDU Problem of the form 
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for the following q: 
YII~*IsII 
vl = lIAX,,, - bll . 
Proof. To prove the result we need to verify that 
Y211M12 IIATbl12 




so that the unique Solution of the BDU Problem (5.31) (5.32) is Xrls. For this 
purpose, we introduce the SVD of A, say 
where U is N x N unitary, C is n x n diagonal, and V is n x n unitary. We 





IIATbl12 = Cb;oj, 
i=l 
llbl/2 = 26; 
i=l 
The fact that b does not belong to 9?(A) guarantees that CL,+i 6: # 0. The 
result (5.33) now follows by verifying that 
using y/(y + 0;) < 1. c3 
5.7. Back to the image processing example 
In Order to demonstrate the Performance of the BDU method, we reconsider 
the image-processing example in Fig. 12. Fig. 12(a) Shows the original image. 
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(a) original image 
(c) restored by LS 
(e) restored by LS (no uncertainty) 
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(b) worst-case blurred matrix 
(d) restored by BDU 
(9 restored by BDU (no uncertainty) 
Fig. 12. Image processing example revisited 
Fig. 12(b) shows the blurred image with approximately 8.5% perturbation in A 
(i.e, Il~~ll/ll~ll is app roximately 8.5%). Fig. 12(c) shows the failed least-squares 
restoration, while Fig. 12(d) Shows a reasonably good restoration by the BDU 
solution. Fig. 12(e) and (f) show that both the LS and the BDU solutions 
perform well on the original blurred image when there are no perturbations in 
A. 
6. BDU control 
For the state-space regulation Problem of Section 2.4, we find the tost 
function (4.7), viz., 
min 
X ( 
,,6A,, ;&c,j IIV + wx - (b + WZ + PIIN) > 
where we allow for uncertainties in both A and b, in addition to a further 
weighting on X. While we shall treat this tost function in more detail elsewhere 
[50], here we only summarize its Solution. 
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Let A E RNxn be full rank with N > n and assume b does not belong to the 
column span of A. If q 2 IIATbll/llbll then the unique Solution is again i = 0. 
Otherwise, the unique Solution is given by 
X = (ATA + iZ-‘ATb, (6.1) 
where i is the unique positive root of the nonlinear equation: 
i = Qw - bll + LW - bll 
Il4l IIAX - bll + vIl4l + B (64 
[In our Problem below, however, b lies in the range space of A. The Solution 
will generally have the Same form (6.1), (6.2) except in two cases where we 
choose either i = 0 or A = 00 - details are given in [50].] 
For the quadratic regulator Problem of Section 2.4 with parametric uncer- 
tainty, we tan reformulate each Step of the LQR design as follows: 
Here, SfN and 6gN denote the uncertainties infand g at Step N. They are both 
bounded by YI/ and qg, respectively. If we now replace x~+~ by 
%V+1 = v‘+ ~“&)&V + (g + &N)UN, 
the above tost reduces, after grouping terms, to one of the form 
min uN ,s.,~~;,<8 I(a + 6a)u~ - (b+W* + qlwv12 > > 
where 
a = P’/=g, b = -p’f2fxN, r/ = p’/*~, ß = p’~*q$x,,~. 
Using the Solution of the BDU control tost we obtain the following state- 
feedback law (when the expression for AN below evaluates to a positive num- 
ber): 
UN = -kNxN> 
kN = .fbN+k 
AN + g2plv+, ’ 
PN = f2pN+1 AN + (ng/kl)g2PN+1 qf * 
AN + g2p,V+1 +iTi + 1 
f2g2qd+, + r 
(AN + g*PN+I)’ ’ 
1 
AN = 1 + VJlf I 1 - ig/lgj -PN+lg*( ;+s)} 
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The differente between the above Solution and the LQR Solution is that the 
gain constant kN has a term AN in the denominator rather than q. The AN is 
propagated by the algorithm and enters into the recursion for pN. When the 
expression for & evaluates to a negative value and q9/1g1 < 1, it tan be shown 
that AN should be set to Zero, AN = 0 [50]. Also, when rJ]g] 2 1, we must set 
&l = Co. 
The BDU control law has some interesting and meaningful features. When 
‘?r = ylg = 0, it collapses to the Riccati recursion of the LQR case. In other 
words, the BDU Solution collapses to the expected one in the absence of un- 
certainties. Moreover, when &! = 0 (which occurs for large uncertainties), the 
gain constant becomes kN = f/g, which is the Z, Solution in this case for the 
largest possible diagonal uncertainty A(z) (as we saw earlier at the end of 
(Section 3.3). Finally, when q,/]g( 2 1 the uncertainty in g is so large that the 
sign of g itself is unknown (it tan be positive as well as negative). In this case, 
the BDU Solution cancels the control and sets it equal to Zero. 
Once the Problem has been solved at step N, we tan proceed to the next step 
and solve 
Fig. 13. Shows the results obtained with this design procedure. The solid line 
Shows the divergente of the LQR design. The dashed line Shows the conver- 
gence of the so, state to Zero, while the dash-dotted line Shows the conver- 
gence of the BDU state to zero at a total tost of 56.65. Also, the closed-loop 
pole is now located at 0.8449. This is in contrast to the ü+‘, tost of 71.53 and to 
the location of the Y?~ closed-loop pole at 0.6595. 
Fig. 14. compares the Performance (tost) of the LQR, Xm, and BDU de- 
signs in terms of the resulting control and state energies over 300 random runs. 
The figure demonstrates a consistent Performance by the BDU method (dark 
line). The almost horizontal line refers to the 2, design. The curve with oc- 
casional Spikes refers to the LQR design. Still, despite these results, there are 
several important issues to be addressed such, as stability results, comparison 
with parametric approaches in the literature, and extensions to MIM0 sys- 
tems. We shall pursue these studies elsewhere. 
7. BDU estimation with multiple uncertainties 
We now demonstrate briefly an application of the BDU tost function (4.5) 
that deals with the case of multiple sources of uncertainties in the data [49], 
viz., 
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Fig. 14. 300 random rum with q, = 0.2 and qn = 0.27. 
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(7.1) 
where the {Aj} denote column-wise partitions of A. 
Again, it tan be verified, under some conditions, that the nontrivial Solution 
X is of the form 
X = (ATA + diag{&r, &, . . . , t&}I)-‘ATb, 
with K regularization Parameters that are now used in diagonal form. If we 
partition X accordingly with the Ai, say i = col{Xr , ~22, . . . , X,}, then the 4js are 
found by solving the K coupled nonlinear equations 
&, = r. IW - 41 
J J ,lij,, , 1 GjGK. 
An application arises in the context of co-channel interference cancellation, as 
depicted in a simplified form in Fig. 15 for the case of two sources. 
Assume there are two emitters sending at time i the Signals {xir &} from 
different angles to an antenna array. The antenna array has four elements that 
are equally spaced. The Signal received by the elements of the antenna array 
tan be presented in vector form as 
bi = A,x~ + AoOi + Di, (7.2) 
where Ui denotes a measurement noise vector. Moreover, A, and AB are column 
vectors. The jth entry of A, is the gain from Source x to the jth antenna. 
Likewise the jth entry in AB is the gain from Source 9 to the jth antenna. In 
User 1 
User 2 
Fig. 15. Spatial-processing with multiple users. 
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practice, these gains are estimated by a variety of methods (e.g., MUSIC, 
ESPRIT, and many others - see [51,52] and the many references therein) and 
are therefore subject to errors. They tan also be subject to different levels of 
errors. The BDU formulation allows us to handle such situations with multiple 
sources of uncertainties, say 
116AXII G ?,1 II~~Asll G Vs. 
We tan recover the {xi, Qi} by solving 
which is a special case of (4.5). Fig. 16 compares the performante (in terms of 
mean-Square error) of the BDU Solution with alternative methods such as 
least-squares, total least-squares, and Cross-Validation [36] for 4PAM modu- 
lation with 7% and 22% relative uncertainties in the path gains. The top curve 
corresponds to total-least-squares while the bottom curve corresponds to 
BDU. The second curve from top is least-squares and the third curve is gen- 
eralized Cross-Validation. 
Fig. 16. 4PAM modulation, N =4000 runs, IJ~ z 7%, ~0 x 22%. 
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Fig. 17. Image Separation 
Fig. 17 repeats the same experiment in a different context, where the Signals 
{Xi, Oi} now represent the Pixels of two 128 x 128 images that are being 
transmitted over different paths. Hence, the purpose is to identify and separate 
the superimposed images. In this particular Simulation, we took qX = ns = 7%. 
We see that the result from the BDU Solution is the clearest. In Fig. 18 we 
further perform median filtering on the Outputs of Fig. 17. Again, the BDU 
Solution Comes out most enhanced. 
8. Concluding remarks 
This Paper developed a geometric frame-work for BDU Problems and ex- 
hibited several examples that demonstrate the Performance of the BDU 
methods in estimation and control. The results Show that there is merit to these 
methods, but there are many issues and extensions that remain to be addressed. 
In particular, it would be useful to study the statistical properties of the 
BDU estimators in terms of bias and consistency. It would also be useful to 
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Fig. 18. Image Separation after median filtering. 
study the stability properties of BDU designs for closed-loop estimation and 
control, as well as extend the control results to higher-dimensional state-space 
models. 
For on-line Operation, it is also useful to develop recursive (adaptive) var- 
iants for BDU estimation. Preliminary and encouraging results in this direction 
appear in [53,54], where an RLS-type result was developed for BDU estima- 
tion. The algorithm exploits a fundamental contraction property of the non- 
linear mapping (5.29) for Oc and uses it to determine the fixed Point Or 
recursively. 
Solution methods that exploit structure, as well as sparsity, in the data are 
also of interest in Order to further reduce the computational tost. 
Extensions to continuous-time results tan also be pursued, where now op- 
erators should replace matrices. Also, more general BDU tost functions tan be 
studied, as well as stochastic formulations where the variable {x, &4} are de- 
scribed statistically. 
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Finally, we may add that some of the tost functions that we introduced here 
are convex in the unknown x. They tan therefore be solved via convex opti- 
mization techniques. These methods, however, are costlier than the direct so- 
lution methods of this Paper. They are also iterative techniques that obscure 
the geometry of the underlying Problems. In our approach, we have relied 
almost entirely on the geometry of the BDU Problem and have characterized 
its Solution in these terms. Nevertheless, the convex optimization approach tan 
handle situations that are possibly more difficult to handle directly or for which 
no direct solutions are yet know (See, e.g., [48,55]). 
We end by mentioning a nonconvex BDU tost function introduced in [56], 
viz., 
This tost is useful for design purposes where the objective is to select System 
Parameters that would result in the smallest tost possible. This is a good ex- 
ample of a nonconvex optimization Problem with some of the headaches that 
come with it (e.g., multiple minima) - but is still solvable. 
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